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The Early Childhood Professional 

What is a Professional? 

A person who is paid to undertake a specialized set of tasks and to complete them for a fee. 

More specifically, what is an early childhood professional? 

An educator who successfully teaches all children, promotes high personal standards, and             

continually expands his/her skills and knowledge. 

Characteristics of an Early Childhood Professional 

Hygiene and Appropriate Dress:  Practice good hygiene and dress appropriately for interacting with 

young children in a variety of indoor and outdoor activities. 

Content Knowledge:  Possess skills in math and language equivalent to the level of a high school 

graduate. 

Professional Attitude:  Demonstrate a positive, responsible, sensitive, and respectful attitude in 

working with young children and their families. 

Positive Relationships with Colleagues:  Demonstrate care for and acceptance and support of    

others working in the program. 

Professional Work Habits:  Exhibit professional work habits including confidentiality, respect for all 

people, dependability, time management, independence, and teamwork. 

Supporting Program Goals:  Show commitment to program goals and participate in their        

achievement and periodic review. 

Foundations of Early Childhood Practice:  Demonstrate awareness of developmental milestones 

and good early childhood practice. 

Philosophy of Early Childhood Practice:  Support and implement program philosophy and begin to 

formulate own philosophy of education. 

Balancing Work and Personal Growth:  Strive to prioritize responsibilities and balance daily com-

mitments; recognize causes and symptoms of “burnout” and develop strategies to prevent it. 

Continuous Professional Development:  Participate in professional development activities and   

membership in National Professional Organization 

Power to the Profession 

…a national collaboration to define the early childhood profession by establishing a unifying     

framework for career pathways, knowledge and competencies, qualifications, standards, and     

compensation. 
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        PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES   

*DATES AND LOCATION SUBJECT TO CHANGE, CALL TO REGISTER* 

 

Introduction to the “New” Indiana’s Early Learning Foundations is     
available online through IACCRRA’s Training Central,  at www.iaccrr.org 

   

If you prefer face-to-face sessions please call Susan Wilker at                

 1-800-755-8558 x230 for more information. 

    

7/17/2018 

Transitioning from Summer to School-Year 

Making the transition from summer to school year often feels chaotic and 
stressful. This workshop will help professionals learn how to consistently 
deploy productive routines that increase predictability and learning         
opportunities, maintain a schedule, reduce transition environments. This 
training is designed for those working with children ages 5-12, in                
before-school, after-school, summer, and/or school break settings. Learner 
will  recognize the importance of a system approach for transitioning from     
summer to fall and be able to name strategies/ideas for helping make the 
transition smooth.  

6:30 pm-

8:30 pm 
Dearborn 

Mary Ann 

Cannon 
$5 

7/18/2018 

Managing Behavior with Positive Guidance 

In this Professional Development opportunity, participants will learn about 
age appropriate practices, identify what can contribute to challenging    
behaviors in the classroom and escalate those behaviors, and describe 
how to respond to challenging behavior with positive guidance. After     
discussing age appropriate practices, and identifying challenging behaviors, 
participants will be able to list at least 3 positive guidance techniques to 
use with children in their classrooms.  

6:00 pm-

8:00 pm 
Floyd Co. 

Jessica 

Vermillion 
$5 

7/24/2018 

What is Sensory Processing Disorder 

In this professional development opportunity, participants will learn the 
signs of Sensory Processing Disorder. They will take away examples for 
supporting children’s sensory development, and how to modify the     
classroom environment to include children with sensory processing       
disorder. After defining Sensory Processing Disorder, participants will  
identify how it can impact learning, make sense of how to support sensory 
development, and describe how to modify the classroom environment to 
be inclusive.  

5:30 pm-

7:30 pm 
Scott Co.  

Jessica 

Vermillion 
$5 

7/25/2018 

Learning Games for Out-of-School Time 

Learning experiences that are meaningful and enjoyable for children are 
the key to keeping kids engaged in out of school time settings. We discuss 
what makes these learning experiences meaningful and how to              
incorporate the fun factor to get and keep kids engaged. We will share 
ideas and facilitate easy to do games you can take back and use              
immediately. This training is especially designed for those working with 
children ages 5-12, in before-school, after-school, summer, and/or school 
break setting. Learner will observe learning experiences that are fun and 
engaging for children and be able to reproduce 5 different activities to take 
back to their program.  

6:30 pm-

8:30 pm 

Harrison 

Co.. 

Mary Ann 

Cannon 
$5 

7/26/2018 

Understanding Social Emotional Development for Infants and Toddlers 

Would you like to understand social and emotional development and be-
havior as a way of communicating for infant and toddlers? This workshop  
will give caregivers the knowledge to define and understand social emo-
tional development and how it unfolds in the context of caregiving in in-
fant and toddler classrooms. We will use a variety of strategies, including 
self-reflection and observation, to increase knowledge to support social 
emotional development of infants, toddlers, and their families. 

6:30 pm-

8:30 pm 

 Jackson 

Co. 

Tina 

Howell 
$5 



PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES   

*DATES AND LOCATION SUBJECT TO CHANGE, CALL TO REGISTER* 

8/2/2018 

Understanding Social Emotional Development for Infants and Toddlers 

Would you like to understand social and emotional development and behav-
ior as a way of communicating for infant and toddlers? This workshop  will 
give caregivers the knowledge to define and understand social emotional 
development and how it unfolds in the context of caregiving in infant and 
toddler classrooms. We will use a variety of strategies, including self-
reflection and observation, to increase knowledge to support social emo-
tional development of infants, toddlers, and their families. 

6:00 pm-

8:00 pm 

Decatur 

Co. 

Tina 

Howell 
$5 

8/8/2018 

Transitioning from Summer to School-Year 

Making the transition from summer to school year often feels chaotic and 
stressful. This will help professionals learn how to consistently deploy      
productive routines that increase predictability and learning opportunities, 
maintain a schedule, reduce transition environments. This training is        
designed for those working with children ages 5-12, in before-school,       
after-school, summer, and/or school break settings. Learner will recognize 
the importance of a system approach for transitioning from summer to fall 
and be able to name strategies/ideas for helping make the transition 
smooth.  

6:30 pm-

8:30 pm 

Harrison 

Co. 

Mary 

Ann 

Cannon 

$5 

8/13/2018 

Managing Behavior with Positive Guidance 

In this Professional Development opportunity, participants will learn about 
age appropriate practices, identify what can contribute to challenging      
behaviors in the classroom and escalate those behaviors, and describe how 
to respond to challenging behavior with positive guidance. After discussing 
Age appropriate practices, and identifying challenging behaviors,              
participants will be able to list at least 3 positive guidance techniques to use 
with children in their classrooms.  

6:30 pm-

8:30 pm 

Franklin 

Co. 

Jessica 

Vermil-

lion 

$5 

8/21/2018 

Learning Games for Out-of-School Time 

Learning experiences that are meaningful and enjoyable for children are the 
key to keeping kids engaged in out of school time settings. We discuss what 
makes these learning experiences meaningful and how to incorporate the 
fun factor to get and keep kids engaged. We will share ideas and facilitate 
easy to do games you can take back and use immediately. This training is 
especially designed for those working with children ages 5-12, in               
before-school, after-school, summer, and/or school break setting. Learner 
will observe learning experiences that are fun and engaging for children and 
be able to reproduce 5 different activities to take back to their program.  

6:30 pm-

8:30 pm 

Jennings 

Co. 

Mary 

Ann 

Cannon 

$5 

8/29/2018 

What is Sensory Processing Disorder 

In this professional development opportunity, participants will learn the 
signs of Sensory Processing Disorder. They will take away examples for    
supporting children’s sensory development, and how to modify the        
classroom environment to include children with sensory processing         
disorder. After defining Sensory Processing Disorder, participants will      
identify how it can impact learning, make sense of how to support sensory 
development, and describe how to modify the classroom environment to be 
inclusive.  

6:00 pm-

8:00 pm 
Floyd Co. 

Jessica 

Vermil-

lion 

$5 



 

 

 

 

 

 

9/5/2018 

Understanding Social Emotional Development for Infants and Toddlers 

Would you like to understand social and emotional development and     
behavior as a way of communicating for infant and toddlers? This workshop  
will give caregivers the knowledge to define and understand social        
emotional development and how it unfolds in the context of caregiving in 
infant and toddler classrooms. We will use a variety of strategies, including 
self-reflection and observation, to increase knowledge to support social 
emotional development of infants, toddlers, and their families. 

6:30 pm-

8:30 pm 
Clark Co. 

Tina   

Howell 
$5 

9/6/2018 

Learning Games for Out-of-School Time 

Learning experiences that are meaningful and enjoyable for children are 
the key to keeping kids engaged in out of school time settings. We discuss 
what makes these learning experiences meaningful and how to incorporate 
the fun factor to get and keep kids engaged. We will share ideas and      
facilitate easy to do games you can take back and use immediately. This 
training is especially designed for those working with children ages 5-12, in 
before-school, after-school, summer, and/or school break setting. Learner 
will observe learning experiences that are fun and engaging for children 
and be able to reproduce 5 different activities to take back to their          
program.  

6:30 pm-

8:30 pm 

Dearborn 

Co. 

Mary Ann 

Cannon 
$5 

9/10/2018 

What is Sensory Processing Disorder 

In this professional development opportunity, participants will learn the 
signs of Sensory Processing Disorder. They will take away examples for sup-
porting children’s sensory development, and how to modify the classroom 
environment to include children with sensory processing disorder. After 
defining Sensory Processing Disorder, participants will identify how it can 
impact learning, make sense of how to support sensory development, and 
describe how to modify the classroom environment to be inclusive.  

6:00 pm-

8:00 pm 

Floyd 

Co. 

Jessica 

Vermillion 
$5 

9/18/2018 

Managing Behavior with Positive Guidance 

In this Professional Development opportunity, participants will learn about 
age appropriate practices, identify what can contribute to challenging     
behaviors in the classroom and escalate those behaviors, and describe how 
to respond to challenging behavior with positive guidance. After discussing 
age appropriate practices, and identifying challenging behaviors,              
participants will be able to list at least 3 positive guidance techniques to 
use with children in their classrooms.  

6:30 pm-

8:30 pm 

Washing-

ton Co. 

Jessica 

Vermillion 
$5 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES   

*DATES AND LOCATION SUBJECT TO CHANGE, CALL TO REGISTER* 

Indiana Learning Paths 

Online Learning – On Your Time: A new and improved on-demand professional development 

platform 

In Summer 2018, you’ll have a new place to connect with high-quality professional development. 

Like Training Central, the new Indiana Learning Paths platform will give you the chance to find on-

demand learning opportunities whenever it works for you.  

Plus, if you’ve had trouble keeping track of all your professional development certificates, the new 

platform will allow you to access them at any time. They will all be available in your personalized re-

ports area! As has always been the case, the overwhelming majority of professional development will 

continue to be FREE.  



             

Become a LICENSED In-Home Child Care Provider                                      

Orientation 1: 

This training can be found online through IACCRR’s Training Central at www.iaccrr.org 

Orientation 2: 

July 12         5:30 PM-8:30  PM                   Franklin Co. 

July 19         1:00 PM-4:00 PM                   Clark Co. 

August 6         1:00 PM-4:00 PM                   Decatur Co. 

August 15         5:00 PM- 8:00 PM                   Harrison Co. 

September 11        4:30 PM-7:30 PM                   Floyd Co. 

September 13        9:30 AM-12:30 PM                   Jefferson Co. 

Safe Sleep: 

July 17         5:30 PM-8:00 PM                 Floyd Co. 

July 16         5:00 PM-7:30 PM                 Franklin Co. 

August 6         4:30 PM-7:00 PM                 Decatur Co. 

August 22         6:00 PM-8:30 PM                 Harrison Co. 

September 13         1:30 PM-4:00 PM                  Jefferson Co. 

September 19         5:00 PM-7:30 PM                  Floyd Co. 

What: Early Childhood Conference 

When:  Saturday, September 15, 2018 

Where: Sellersburg Ivy Tech 

More information to come. 



TRAINING REGISTRATION POLICY 
 

Call 1-800-755-8558 or 812-926-1585 for questions and how to register. 

These trainings can assist you in obtaining level advancement and profes-

sional development in the Paths to QUALITY™ program and the CDA cre-

dential. You must register & pay 2 business days before the train-

ing. Trainings fill up quickly so register early. If training you register for is 

cancelled, we will call you. If this training had a fee, you will receive a 

credit. If you register & pay for a training but do not attend, you will forfeit 

the fee.  Refunds and credits will not be provided.  

Payment will NOT be taken on site.  

Payment can be mailed to: 

SIEOC CCR&R, P.O. Box 240, Aurora, IN 47001 

Include date and name of training with payment. 

 Trainings are about children and not for children.  Please make child care 

arrangements when attending a SIEOC CCR&R training. 

SIEOC assumes no responsibility for any statement, fact or opinion 

presented at trainings offered by community partners nor does 

SIEOC endorse any product or services either advertised or          

exhibited. 

  

 

 

SIEOC CCR&R Staff 

 

Tamara Cunningham 

Executive Director 

sieoc@sieoc.org 

 

Amy Matzet 

Program Director 

amatzet@sieoc.org 

 

Amber Johnson 

Outreach Specialist 

ajohnson@sieoc.org  

 

Bonnie Baldwin 

Paths to QUALITY Master 

Coach 

bbaldwin@sieoc.org 

 

Jessica Rainbolt 

Inclusion Specialist 

jrainbolt@sieoc.org 

 

Susan Wilker 

Professional Development 

Coordinator 

swilker@sieoc.org 

 

Megan Broadus 

Paths to QUALITY 

Advancement Coach 

mbroadus@sieoc.org 

 

Bridget Diedrich 

Paths to QUALITY Coach 

bdiedrich@sieoc.org 

 

Mary Ann Cannon 

School-Age Specialist 

mcannon@sieoc.org 

 

Meghan Riley 

Paths to QUALITY Coach 

mriley@sieoc.org 

 

Tina Howell 

Infant-Toddler Specialist 

thowell@sieoc.org 

 

 

 

 

     

1st Tuesday-Resource Center 

Jackson County Learning Center 

323 Dupont Drive • Seymour, IN 47274 

(5:30 PM - 8:00 PM) 

 

2nd Wednesday-Resource Center 

Sellersburg Ivy Tech 

8204 Hwy 311 • Sellersburg, IN 47172 

3rd Saturday–  Additional Office 
Hours by appointment 

SIEOC 

110 Importing St • Aurora, IN 47001 

(9:00 AM-12:00 PM) 

 

4th Thursday– Resource Center 

Southeastern IN YMCA 

30 SR 129, Batesville, IN  47006 

Meet with your Paths to QUALITY™ Coach, access our Lending Library or participate in using the 

Resource Center.  Laminator and Die Cut Machine available at Resource Center sites.  A planned, 

hands on activity and 1 training hour for hands on activity is optional during Resource Center times.  

Materials for hands on activities available for registered  participants.          

 July-What’s In the Kitchen Writing Table 

  August- Color Dance Path Game 

   September-Firefighter Transition Activity  

Resource Center is 

available FREE of 

charge! 

RESOURCE CENTER AND OFFICE HOURS OFFERED     

                    (Must call 48 hours in advance) 



 

 

   

Tina Howell recently joined SIEOC CCR&R as the Infant Toddler Specialist. She 
is a graduate from IUPUI with a bachelor’s degree in Elementary Education 
with a dual license in Computer Education. Tina has worked in the field of early 
childhood education for almost 10 years. After working as a long-term          
substitute and teaching assistant; Tina worked as a family case manager with        
Department of Child Services for 5 years. Prior to coming to work with SIEOC, 
Tina was a director with a child care ministry for 3 1/2 years.  

Tina is very excited to focus her attention on the infant/toddler age group and 
to be a resource for providers.  

Tina has 3 children. In her free time, she volunteers with her children’s swim 
team and enjoys gardening and hiking.  

 

Supporting Development and Learning for Infants/Toddlers/Two’s through Art 

Art for infants, toddlers, and twos is largely a sensory experience. When you provide a variety of art experiences for 

young children, they discover that certain materials feel interesting and fun to use. They also learn that they can control 

and make marks with a variety of tools. Older twos are beginning to understand that the pictures, models, and             

constructions they make can represent people and things. The everyday art experiences you offer infants, toddlers, and 

twos build a foundation for both appreciating and creating through art.  

Art experiences are a wonderful way for infants, toddlers, and twos to develop their social/emotional, physical, cognitive, 

and language skills. 

Learning about themselves and others: Art materials give children a safe, constructive way to express their feelings, 

as when they pound dough with their fists or swirl their fingers through paint. Older twos feel a sense of accomplishment 

when they triumphantly make their first snips with scissors or tell you that their drawing is a picture of a cat.  

Learning about movement: When you provide a wide variety of tools and materials for art experiences, young children 

build their fine motor skills. Holding a crayon and making a mark is a sign that mobile infants are learning to control their 

small muscles. When toddlers paste a feather on a collage, they are demonstrating eye-hand coordination. As children’s 

small muscles and eye-hand coordination develop, they are able to use smaller and more refined tools for art experienc-

es.  

Learning about the world: The world is full of surprises for infants, toddlers, and twos, and experimenting with art mate-

rials is another way to learn about objects. Put a sheet of clear adhesive paper on the wall and let children find out that 

some objects stick. Let a toddler dip a comb in paint and notice that it makes a print on paper. Give twos a large paint 

brush, a bucket of water, and an outside wall to paint, and watch their surprise as the wall darkens. All of these           

discoveries help children learn about objects and about cause and effect. When a 2-year-old scribbles on a page and 

decides afterward that he made a picture of a puppy, he is beginning to understand that he can use art materials to    

represent something. 

Learning about communicating: As you talk with children about what they are doing, seeing, and feeling during an art 

experience, you help build their understanding of language and give them interesting new words. You might say, “That 

goop is sticky, “finger paint is smooth,” and “playdough is squishy.” The vocabulary of textures is vast: rough, smooth, 

bumpy, itchy, velvety, and so on. Art is related to stories and books as well. Many books for very young children focus on 

naming colors, animals, people, and common objects. As you read a variety of books with children, talk about the       

illustrations so that they begin to understand that pictures are meaningful.  

Tina Howell 

Infant Toddler Specialist 



 

 

Back to the School Year!  What do I do with them? 

Hopefully, summer with your school agers has been a blast offering them 
tons of learning opportunities. We are just turning from Spring to Summer 
and it is time to think about our before and after school programs starting 
back up.  Are you ready or getting ready?  Your school year program should 
look and feel different from your summer program.  Does yours?  Don’t   
forget this change not only effects your students but your staff.  Come find 
out how to make a smooth transition for both students and staff by         
participating in professional development opportunities offered by SIEOC CCR&R.  You can jump start 
your before and after school program by attending a training, “Transitioning from Summer to School 
Year.”    

As you are preparing for the before and after school year, make high energy games a big part. Did you 
know in Indiana, 1 in 3 children ages 10-17 are overweight or obese?  That’s 33.9%!  Gwen Dewar, Ph.D., 
in her article, “Exercise for children: Why keeping kids physically fit is good for the brain and helpful 
in the classroom,” also talks about how some schools are reducing or eliminating physical education all 
together.  Our before and after school programs should incorporate a large amount of high energy 
games and many of these can be learning games.  Look for “Learning Games for Out-of-School Time” in 
the professional development section and sign up to learn games that your school agers will enjoy while 
benefiting them   socially, intellectually, and physically.  We will not be sitting much for this            
professional development time! 

 

Mary Ann Cannon, School-Age Specialist   

Inclusion Corner      Jessica Vermillion , Inclusion Specialist 

As an early childcare educator, YOU can impact young children during a most critical developmental period.  
You are one of the biggest influences on a child’s educational environment.   

Do you ever notice children in your classroom becoming distressed with certain sounds, having discomfort 
with certain textures, displaying irrational fears of height or movement, have frequent startle reactions, difficulty 
sitting at circle time, or staying on task with group activities?  Do we notice any picky eaters or find our kiddos have 
trouble standing in line?   

If your answer was yes to any of these questions then ask yourself, is the child interacting and or cooper-
ating, does he or she appear attentive and interested in materials, do they transition smoothly, is the child engaged 
and alert, or calm and focused when appropriate for the activity, and does the child engage with peers in learning 
activities and play?  If your answer was no to any of these questions are you aware of Sensory Processing Disorder? 

Sensory Processing Disorder is a condition in which the brain has trouble 
receiving and responding to information that comes in through the senses. Formerly 
referred to as sensory integration dysfunction.  Often, we mistake children that    
display these signs and symptoms as children that are challenging, “bad” class 
clowns, attention seeking, and the list goes on.  Is this the case?  Do these children 
not want to follow directions and cause our days to be long and stressful?  Are they 
happy to “be in time-out” most of the day? Or…are these children dealing with 
something that is beyond their control?    

Remember, we are not here to diagnose Sensory Processing Disorder, we 
are here to provide a safe and inclusive, empathetic learning environment for ALL 
CHILDREN.  Check out our training calendar to learn more! 

 



Newly Enrolled with Paths to 

QUALITY™ 

 

Toddler Town In-home Child Care- Clark County 

 

 

 

   

 

 

Paths to QUALITY™ Updates  

      LEVEL ADVANCEMENTS  

 

Old Capitol Preschool-Harrison Co.  Level 4 
Trinity Learning Ministry- Floyd Co.  Level 4 

Patty Cake Kids Academy- Floyd Co.  Level 3 

Zion Lutheran School Preschool-Jackson Co.  Level 3 

Rykers Ridge Elementary Preschool-Jefferson Co Level 3 

Little Wonders Daycare- Clark Co.   Level 2 

Mother Goose’s Learn and Play II- Floyd Co. Level 2 

 

 

 

 Coach’s corner 

15 Creative Ideas for Your Sensory Table 

When most people hear ‘sensory table’, they think of sand or water. Here are 

15 ideas to put in your sensory table/bucket to enhance the children’s creative 

learning: 

1. Water- You can add many materials to water! Put red, green and blue food coloring in 

three different buckets so that the children can play with mixing colors using eye    

droppers. Make a car wash with hot wheels, toothbrushes, and soapy water. Freeze 

items inside ice cubes and have the children try to get the items out. Bring in clean snow during the winter. 

2. Sand- Add shovels, buckets, funnels, cups, and scoops. 

3. Rice/ Pasta- Color the rice/pasta by adding food coloring and vinegar to the pasta in a bag and shake vigorously until   

coated completely. Let dry. Add letters, trays and egg cartons.  

4. Potting Soil- Add fake flowers, small shovels and rakes, and small flower pots. 

5. Bird Seed- Add feathers, small twigs and scoops. 

6. Dried corn cobs- Allow children to remove corn from the cob and then keep the corn. 

7. Dried beans/split peas-  Add measuring cups and plastic animals. 

8. Flour- Add sprinkles, cupcake tins, cupcake liners, unlit candles, measuring cups and spoons. 

9. Rocks/Pebbles/ Shells- Add scoopers and buckets. 

10. Cotton balls/pom-poms/cut up straws- Allow the kids to cut the straws. Add egg cartons, plastic tweezers and tongs,  

colanders, ice cube trays. 

11. Straw/ Hay- Add farm animals and legos. 

12. Cut open pumpkin- Add scoopers, spoons, plastic tweezers and buckets. 

13. Water beads- Add ocean animals 

14. Oopleck- You can make this Dr.Suess concoction by adding water slowly to corn starch to make a fun and interesting  

sensory experience. (From Bartholomew and the Oobleck by: Dr. Suess) 

15. Nuts/bolts- Allow the children to put the nuts and bolts together and take them apart again.  
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SIEOC CHILD CARE RESOURCE AND 

REFERRAL 

 MISSION STATEMENT 

“To promote quality child care and out of school time   

learning for all children by providing information, education 

and support to families, early care professionals, and the 

community.” 

 Let SIEOC Child Care Resource & Referral Help! 
Classes forming soon for 

 
Creative Curriculum for 

Family Child Care 
Infants, Toddlers, and Twos 

Preschool 
 

Are you a licensed or registered child care provider caring for children birth - 5? 

Is your program located in Clark, Dearborn, Decatur, Floyd,  Franklin, Harrison, Jefferson, Jennings, Ohio, Ripley or      
Switzerland County? 

Do you want 25 hours of free professional development for yourself and your staff?  

Are you a Paths to QUALITY™ provider and willing to advance to Level 3 or 4? 

Are your interested in receiving over $1800 of free materials for your program?  

Contact Susan Wilker at 812-926-1585 x230 or swilker@sieoc.org for more information! 

 

Are you interested in strengthening your curriculum 

and receiving materials to support your work? 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/c9/1b/dd/c91bdd8d3880ee0d77bea6a0c7aa6899.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.pinterest.com/daycarepins/rainbow-classroom/&h=212&w=236&tbnid=2OSYs6NA5iEENM:&zoom=1&docid=9JdSU0_DY-6L6M&e

